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In this much needed examination of Mike Leigh, Sean O'Sullivan reclaims the British director as a practicing theorist--a
filmmaker deeply invested in cinema's formal, conceptual, and narrative dimensions.

Make a list of the many different ways films can go about doing this. Include visual-, acoustic-, dialogue-,
psychological-, emotional- and narrative-elements in your consideration. Your list of qualities may but is not
required to include specific film titles or cinematic examples for each quality. Make a list of its alternative
qualities, or the ways it violates the preceding tendency. Consider why a film would choose not to do what the
films in the first list do. What are the positive virtues of not doing those things? If you are looking for an
organizational suggestion for your essay, you might begin with your observations from Step 1 as your first few
paragraphs, followed by your observations from Step 2 as you next few paragraphs, and conclude with you
conclusions from Step 3 as your ending. As with every film we are looking at this semester, and every director
we are considering, you are asked not to read any reviews and not to seek out or refer to any outside
information about the film, filmmaker, screening history, or background of the film. Base your conclusions
entirely on your own personal responses, ideas, and beliefs. Be prepared to submit your written response at the
beginning of class on Tuesday, February How is In Between Days different or distinctive because it was made
by a woman, rather than a man as most American indie works, and indeed most films in general, are? You are
allowed to add your conclusions to the preceding essay as a separate paragraph or two on a separate page, but
there will be no penalty for not dealing with this issue. Carney Paper 3 - Acting-up, acting out, acting against.
Expressions anchored in the body, face, and voice. Making meanings in bodies, time, and space rather than in
the imagination. View three recent independent films by Rodrigo Garcia: Multiple copies are available at the
Mugar library reserve desk. Pick a self-contained scene, moment, or episode from the film of your choice. The
moment you pick should generally be around ten to fifteen minutes in length. Do not choose a moment
discussed in class. Clearly identify the film and episode you have chosen. Using time or narrative description,
make sure it is clear to the reader what moment you are referring to in each item. Base your description on
tangible, physical, sensory events and make clear what events you are basing them on. Describe how the beat
is created, changed, or adjusted by means of a pause, a glance, a tone of voice, a gesture, a form of body
language, blocking, or physical movement, a facial expression, the vocal quality of a line delivery, etc. For
more advanced students: A good film is full of ideas. A great film is a cascade of rapidly shifting ideas,
insights, and observations. Optional - only for the most advanced or daring: Your task is to create a virtual
film festival. Ideally the results of your efforts could be uploaded to YouTube or Facebook and pending
approval of the filmmakers the festival you propose could actually be mounted on the internet. Any and all
films viewed in class or placed on reserve in the library are eligible for inclusion in the series, but you must
work within the time and scheduling constraints imposed by the festival. See note 1 below. A listing of titles
to create ten separate and independent screening events. A screening event can consist of a single feature film
or a feature and a single short, or a group of shorts whose total estimated running time would be of an
appropriate length for an event. This listing should show the order you would like the films to be presented.
Keep in mind that in a real film festival, in most cases, the filmmaker, starring actor, or producer will be
present to say a word to the audience preceding the screening and to conduct a question-and-answer session
following the screening. This means that even a fairly short feature film will be plenty long enough for a
single event. A set of individual program notes for each screening event. Before your notes are published,
festival staff will add other information to each description - e. You do not need to supply this information.
Shoot to limit your notes to words or less per title or event, since the credits and other information about the
films will add enough additional material that the note would not otherwise fit onto one side of a sheet for
handing out at the screening. A head-note introducing or summarizing the entire screening series. Is there
anything that links the various works? Are there any groupings into which they fall? Are there any hints or
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suggestions you can offer viewers? Try to keep your introduction to words or less. A letter to the Director, in
which you explain the logic of the screening order you are recommending. You may or, as you choose, may
not care to justify your order of presentation in strictly artistic terms, commercial terms, or other values, but
please explain your logic. Two or three hundred words or less should suffice. Many existing film festivals do
not do this. They make all sorts of commercial or bureaucratic compromises. Do not imitate the bad aspects of
festival programming or presentation! Make your festival a model of excellence and intelligence! Help it
become known as one of the best festivals of indie film in the world. Please re-read the following note taken
from a previous in-class handout and previously explained at length in class: Your work in this assignment
and in all of the other assignments for this class and your conclusions and interpretations should be based on
what you personally see and hear and conclude when you watch a given film - not on outside information,
critical opinions, and interpretations. The festival director has told you that he needs a hard copy of your text
in his hands no later than 2 PM. But I want to emphasize that you do not and did not have to agree with me
about any of this! There is or was no penalty for thinking differently! In fact, differences of opinion make life
interesting and give us something to talk about. First, I admitted to a few students after the end of the semester
that I deliberately included a few films in the course that were on my personal "worst movies ever made" list clunkers that I could hardly stand to sit through to the end - just to see what you guys made of them. Two of
those titles in my opinion are: Get them outta here! At the opposite extreme, for obvious reasons, I tried to
conceal my special fondness for a few of the titles. A few students have asked me which of the films are, in
my view, the "very best" movies that I showed this semester. Here are the works that I think are at the absolute
top of my own personal list: At an only slightly lower level of achievement from the above works, I would
nominate the following films as marking other careers to watch: All best wishes for a stimulating and creative
summer! Keep comparing and evaluating. Carney AM A1: Special Topic in American Studies: Issues of
Form, Genre, and Audience: This course fulfills the American studies senior research seminar requirement and
is also open to graduate students who will be required to complete a special research project.
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How to Watch a Mike Leigh Movie: The Short and Curlies Let me outline the major narrative and stylistic elements
central to Leigh, the practicing theorist. An ideal place to begin, in terms of narrative issues, is with a neglected aspect of
his career, The Five-Minute Films.

Leigh was brought up in Broughton , Salford. He is from a Jewish immigrant family whose surname,
originally Lieberman, had been anglicised in "for obvious reasons". There was a strong tradition of drama in
the all-boys school, and an English master, called Mr Nutter, supplied the library with newly published plays.
He attended summer camps and winter activities over the Christmas break all round the country in the late s.
In â€”65 he teamed up with David Halliwell , and designed and directed the first production of Little Malcolm
and his Struggle Against the Eunuchs at the Unity Theatre. In he went to work at the Midlands Art Centre in
Birmingham as a resident assistant director and had the opportunity to start experimenting with the idea that
writing and rehearsing could potentially be part of the same process. The Box Play , a family scenario staged
in a cage-like box, "absorbed all sorts of contemporary ideas in art such as the space frames of Roland Pichet..
In , he worked as an assistant director with the Royal Shakespeare Company on productions of Macbeth ,
Coriolanus , and The Taming of the Shrew. In , wanting to return to Manchester, he sub-let his London flat
and moved to Levenshulme. Taking up a part-time lectureship in a Catholic women teachers training college,
Sedgley Park, he ran a drama course and devised and directed Epilogue, focusing on a priest with doubts, and
for the Manchester Youth Theatre he devised and directed two big-cast projects, Big Basil and Glum Victoria
and the Lad with Specs. There would be discussions and rehearsals. Plays or films would develop organically
with actors fully liberated into the creative process. After an exploratory improvisation period, Leigh would
write a structure, indicating the order in which scenes happened, usually with a single bare sentence: His plays
are generally more caustic, stridently trying to show the banality of society. He said later, " The whole thing
was an amazing, unforgettable period in my life. But it was all to do with personal feelings, my father, where
to go next, and my desire to make a feature film. I felt I was at the end of one stage of my career and at the
start of another. The tension between the bourgeois suburban and the anarchist bohemian that is in my work is
obviously in my life, too I started to pull myself together. Later in , he made High Hopes , about a disjointed
working-class family whose members live in a run-down flat and a council house. In , Leigh returned to
directing for the stage after many years absence with his new play, Two Thousand Years at the Royal National
Theatre in London. The play deals with the divisions within a left-wing secular Jewish family when one of the
younger members finds religion. It is the first time Leigh has drawn on his Jewish background for inspiration.
He was also elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature in
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Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: The Nature of Contrivance
11 are happy to be artists of minutiae. I, too, would like to extrapolate some of Gilbert and some of Sullivan in
order to reconsider Leighâ€”but a very different Gilbert and a very different Sullivan from the ones I have just
sketched. We need to realign Leigh with Gilbert the artificer, the careful shaper of language, actions, and
images. What matters is that we think of Leigh not as perfect or limited but as restless and expansive. How to
Watch a Mike Leigh Movie: The Short and Curlies Let me outline the major narrative and stylistic elements
central to Leigh, the practicing theorist. An ideal place to begin, in terms of narrative issues, is with a
neglected aspect of his career, The Five-Minute Films. Leigh made these short stories, each five minutes long,
for the BBC in â€”that is, in the relative infancy of his cinematic development. Previously , he had made one
theatrical feature, Bleak Moments , and one film for television, Hard Labour It would be a whole microcosm
of the world. There was a debate about whether they should be shown at the same time or they should be
dotted around the channel, like currants in the pudding, as Tony Garnett, the producer, called it. As it
happened, five of these five-minute films were produced as a pilot venture, and they were not broadcast until ,
by which time Leigh had become a British televisual institution. Leigh explains the compositional impulse
behind them: But it we define style as narrative structure, an investigation of the machinery and possibilities of
storytelling, then these films offer a bonanza of experiments, covering an astonishing amount of territory
within a limited number of episodes. This is conceptual art, or postmodern artâ€”hardly the province of a
sober realist. At first glance, that premise may seem more exciting than the finished products, since the content
of these films looks just like the humdrum stuff that sober realists are always churning out. Consider the
subjects of these five stories: A couple decides to have a baby. Two men walk to a car. A youth meets his You
are not currently authenticated. View freely available titles:
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How to watch a Mike Leigh movie: The short and Curlies --Biography description " The nature of contrivance. How to
watch a Mike Leigh movie: The short and Curlies.

And a very nice bloke. The interesting thing about him, however, is this: For those of us who loved him and
monitored the ups and down of his checkered career, this was a man who was undoubtedly stabbed in the back
by people. And we know that, to some extent he was a victim of his own innocence. I like my films. I mean,
people have done amazing things on my films, on both sides of the camera. So to me, the films themselves are
a celebration of filmmaking. There are people close to me who had adoption-related experiences, so I decided
to explore that. And once I looked into it I realised what was more interesting to investigate was not so much a
family with an adoptee, but the relationship between the birth mother and the adopted person. I was very
fortunate in that I never actually got any body into trouble myself, but I was actually there on several
occasions, and was involved in the organisation of illegal abortions on three occasions, just as a friend. So
"Vera Drake" came out of that experience. We make very different films from very different perspectives. He
makes unapologetically propagandist films with a very clear political agenda. And Happy-Go-Lucky is no
exception. And it comes from being out there and being around. But on the other hand it would be terrific to
have the scope to paint on a bigger canvas. And the message is: And I really passionately want to have the
resources to paint on a much bigger canvas. They went to the theatre, to Stratford, to the Halle. My father only
ever voted Labour. They were very bourgeois, very neurotic and very insular. When I went to Israel in we
were on a kibbutz and we insisted on having a discussion about whether you could be an artist on a kibbutz.
Of course, what we were dealing with was our own, unformed struggle about the whole thing, where our
cultural roots were. The truth was, we were European and English artists. Given the events of the 20th century,
Israel was inevitable. These are non-negotiable facts. While I walked away from a Jewish existence, lots of
things carried on in my life: I will not talk about a film, even if there is a massive budget, if there are strings
attached about casting. There was a long period in the s when I alternated between plays and films. But the
real point is that I am much happier making films. Theater is fine when you do it. But film is my natural
habitat. After that, I felt I could move on. But, do I feel neglected? No, hand on heart, not at all, I feel lucky. I
get to make films without even showing a script. But, you know, people laugh for a variety of reasons - with,
or at, or out of embarrassment, or nervousness even. Everyone who knows me knows I do what I do with the
greatest integrity.
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He began as a director and playwright in the mids. In the s and s his career moved between theatre work and
making films for BBC Television, many of which were characterised by a gritty kitchen sink realism style.
Leigh is known for his lengthy rehearsal and improvisation techniques with actors to build characters and his
purpose is to capture reality and present emotional, subjective, intuitive, instinctive, vulnerable films. Ian
Buruma, writing in The New York Review of Books in January , noted, like other wholly original artists, he
has staked out his own territory. Leigh was brought up in Broughton, Salford and he is from a Jewish
immigrant family whose surname, originally Lieberman, had been anglicised in for obvious reasons. When the
war ended Leighs father began his career as a practitioner in Higher Broughton, the epicentre of Leighs
youngest years. Leigh went to Salford Grammar School, as did the director Les Blair, his friend, there was a
strong tradition of drama in the all-boys school, and an English master, called Mr Nutter, supplied the library
with newly published plays. Outside of school, Leigh thrived in the Manchester branch of Habonim and he
attended summer camps and winter activities over the Christmas break all round the country in the late s.
Throughout this time, the most important part of his artistic consumption was the cinema, in , to his utter
astonishment, he won a scholarship to RADA. Leigh responded negatively to RADAs agenda, found himself
being taught how to laugh, cry and snog for weekly rep purposes and so became a sullen student. He played
small roles in several British films in the early s, in â€”65 he teamed up with David Halliwell, and designed
and directed the first production of Little Malcolm and his Struggle Against the Eunuchs at the Unity Theatre
2. Typical of Leighs work, the film is set in present-day London, the film begins with a day nearing end.
Rachel, the daughter in the first family, is working in a nursing home. Phil, her father, is driving people around
in his minicab. Penny, Rachels mother, is working as a cashier at Safeway store alongside Maureen. When
Penny leaves work, she cycles home to find her eighteen-year-old son Rory in a fight with a boy for taking his
football. Rory is a lazy, obese, ill-mannered teenager who stays home all day, the second family consists of
Maureen, another cashier at Safeway, and her daughter Donna, a waitress at a cafe. A brief storyline involves
a dispute with Donnas boyfriend, Jason, Donna finds herself pregnant, despite being on the pill, and this leads
to a heated argument between the three characters. The third family consists of Ron, who is a minicab driver
along with Phil, his teenage daughter Samantha, and his wife Carol. The film does not have one single
storyline, but several, All are leading up to the climax, when Rory suffers a heart attack, leading to a
relationship crisis in the first family. It premiered at the Cannes Film Festival in competition for the Palme
dOr, the film was shown at the 54th London Film Festival before its general British release date on 5
November The film observes them over the course of the four seasons of a year, surrounded by family, Gerris
friend and colleague, Mary, works as a receptionist at the health centre. She is a middle-aged divorcee seeking
a new relationship, and despite telling everyone she is happy, appears desperate and she often seems to drink
too much. The Hepples only child, Joe, is 30 and unmarried, in the summer, the Hepples are visited by Ken,
Toms old friend from his student days. Ken is overweight, eats, smokes and drinks compulsively and seems
very unhappy, Tom and Gerri host a barbecue in Kens honour. Mary drives her newly bought car to the party,
but gets lost, having had some wine, she flirts with Joe, whom she has known since he was a child. He remains
friendly but does not reciprocate the flirtation, after the party, Mary reluctantly gives Ken a lift to the train
station. He makes a romantic advance and Mary irritably rejects him. Months later, in the autumn, Mary is
once again at Tom, Joe arrives with a new girlfriend, Katie. Mary appears rude and hostile towards Katie,
which is not appreciated by Tom and this creates a rift between Gerri and Mary. In the winter, Tom, Gerri, and
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Joe attend the funeral for the wife of Toms brother, towards the end of the service, Ronnies estranged son,
Carl, arrives, and angrily asks why the ceremony was not delayed for him. At the reception at Ronnies house,
Carl becomes aggressive and walks out, Tom and Gerri invite Ronnie back to London to stay with them for a
while and Ronnie agrees. While Tom and Gerri are at their garden allotment Mary arrives unannounced at
their home and her car has just been written off and she is upset. The two have a cup of tea and a desultory
chat before Mary takes a nap on the settee, when Tom and Gerri return they are unhappy to find Mary at their
house. Gerri explains to Mary that she feels let down by her behaviour towards Katie. Gerri gradually extends
a degree of warmth to Mary, suggesting that she should seek help and inviting her to stay for dinner 4. Sylvia
is heard playing Chopins E-flat Nocturne over the opening credits, the general inability to express inner
feelings reinforces a mood of bleak, Slavic despair. Chekhovian atmosphere, unrelieved by the sort of
cathartic climax that characterises most of Leighs subsequent work, and Coveney praised Leighs poetic
sensitivity to what G. Chesterton called the significance of the unexamined life. Even the exterior shots have a
plaintive, insistent quality, with beautifully composed views of houses and garages, of clear roads and tall
trees, around West Norwood. Roger Ebert in the Chicago Sun Times, Bleak Moments is a masterpiece, plain
and its greatness is not just in the direction or subject, but in the complete singularity of the performances.
Tony Garnett, the innovative and radical producer, admired the performance and was impressed with the
subsequent film. He spotted Leighs potential immediately and his support would prove invaluable, Garnett
was providing several films a year for the BBC, and would also produce Leighs next project, Hard Labour, for
BBC Television in Career Girls â€” Career Girls is a British dramatic comedy film written and directed by
Mike Leigh which tells the story of two women, who reunite after six years apart. The film stars Katrin
Cartlidge and Lynda Steadman, the women were originally thrown together when they shared a flat while at
university and the film focuses on their interpersonal relationship. The film is not related to Louise Bagshawes
novel of the same name, Hannah laments about her alcoholic mother and Annie tells about her mothers search
for a new boyfriend. Annie, who lives with her mother, admires Hannahs independence. In contrast, Hannah
laments being forced to be independent since she was a child, back in , Hannah and Claire interview and
accept Annie into their flat. Annie and Hannah discuss getting rid of Claire the next year, Hannah and Annie
discuss how Hannah hasnt cried since she was eight when her parents split up. Annie, whose parents divorced
when she was eight, says she cries all the time. The following year, Ricky Burton, a socially awkward
stutterer, has moved in with Hannah. While discussing psychological traits with them in a pub, Rickys
untactful probing angers Hannah, while Ricky visits the Chinese restaurant beneath the flat, Annie and Hannah
discuss the argument and how Ricky fancies Annie. In another memory, Ricky drunkenly confesses his love
for Annie, Ricky leaves, but he doesnt reappear, so Hannah and Annie visit his Nans home in Hartlepool. His
Nan tells them that Ricky has gone out, possibly along the sea front, in present day, Annie accompanies
Hannah as she looks for a flat to buy. One flat is owned by a Mr. Evans, whose flat contains a painting of his
naked ex-girlfriend, Evans hits on Hannah and offers both women alcohol. They run out of the flat making
excuses and are still laughing as they drive off, Adrian Spinks, a real estate agent, meets them at the next flat.
Annie recognises him as an old boyfriend, but Adrian says he doesnt recognise them. In between their
conversations, flashbacks show Hannah and Annies history with Adrian, after meeting at a club, Hannah takes
Adrian home and sleeps with him. The following morning, he walks into Annies room and tries to chat her up,
in other flashbacks, Annie tells Adrian about a recurring sexual fantasy. Later, they kiss and discuss why he
split up with his ex-girlfriend, Adrian says he didnt want the commitment, and leaves when Annie asks why.
In the present, Hannah and Annie learn that Adrian is married with a child, at a restaurant, Annie and Hannah
discuss how they have changed since university and wonder what happened to Ricky 6. Set and filmed in
Belfast, the film explores the Troubles by following the lives of two couples on either side of Northern
Irelands religious divide, both expecting their first children. The films action unfolds over 10â€”13 July , the
two children are both born on 12 July, the date of a Protestant celebration in Northern Ireland known as the
Twelfth. Stephen Rea, Eileen Pollock, B. Hogg, the films music was composed by Rachel Portman. In The
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Times Kevin Maher praised the film as a movie for anyone with a compassionate interest in an year-old
political sore. Shane Connaughton, screenwriter of My Left Foot called it, easily the most interesting picture
Ive seen about Northern Ireland since the troubles started. Leigh was determined, following the erratic
uncontrolled elements he felt had marred his previous film, Whos Who, to make a precise. Quoted in Michael
Coveneys biography he said, And thats what we got I think and it was also the first time I worked with far and
away the best lighting cameraman Id had up to that time, Remi Adefarasin. Another key friendship was forged
with Simon Channing-Williams who worked as first assistant director on the film and he also needed two
adjacent houses, one semi-detached and privately owned, one a council house. Two such houses were found
and most of the film - - stays in, dick and Mandy, friends at school, sweethearts, and now newlyweds, are
moving into their first home. Their new council-owned house turns out to be next door to their Religious
Knowledge teacher at school and he is married to fellow teacher Christine, earnest, in specs and angora
cardigans. They have a somewhat joyless marriage, dick and Mandy are locked in disagreement over whether
to have children. The London Film Festival had recently changed its rule about not admitting television films
to the annual showcase, after the screening, Maurice Hatton, a fellow film-maker, and one with a
lower-middle-class Jewish background in Manchester, asked Leigh if the film was autobiographical. In
Michael Coveneys biography however, Leigh admitted that Hatton was right, and the shouting and the
commotion was the sort of domestic babble he had grown up with. Leigh, So yes, there is something
autobiographical about Grown-Ups, the whole atmosphere of people coming round, coming into a house. The
screenplay focuses on a cheerful and optimistic primary-school teacher and her relationships with those
around her, the film was well received by critics and resulted in a number of awards for Leigh, lead actress
Sally Hawkins and supporting actor Eddie Marsan. Thirty years old and single, Pauline Poppy Cross shares a
London flat with her best friend Zoe, Poppy is free-minded, high-spirited and kind-hearted. The film opens
with Poppy trying to engage a shop employee in conversation and he ignores her, yet his icy demeanour does
not bother her. She maintains her good mood even when she discovers her bicycle has been stolen and her
main concern is not getting a new one or finding the bicycle, but that she did not get a chance to say goodbye
to it. This prompts her to decide to learn how to drive, when Poppy takes driving lessons for the first time, her
positive attitude contrasts starkly with her gloomy, intolerant and cynical driving instructor, Scott. He is
emotionally repressed, has problems and becomes extremely agitated by Poppys casual attitude towards
driving. As Poppy gets to him, it becomes evident that Scott believes in conspiracy theories. His beliefs are
partly attributable to his racist and misogynistic views, Scott seems to be angered by Poppys sunny personality
and what he perceives as a lack of responsibility and concern for driving safety. Scott is exceptionally irritated
by Poppys choice of footwear, which he feels compromises her ability to drive, from the outset he feels Poppy
does not take her lessons seriously and is careless. Poppy, however, does have the capacity to be responsible,
at school Poppy observes one of her pupils bullying one of his classmates. Rather than becoming angry, she
worries about him and takes the appropriate action, after speaking with her student, she comes to the correct
conclusion that her student is being abused at home. A social worker, Tim, is brought in to handle the boys
case, through Tim and the pupils interactions, the latter reveals that his mothers boyfriend has been beating
him. Poppy, Zoe, and Poppys younger sister, Suzy, go to visit another sister, Helen, Helen proves to be a very
judgemental person and tells Poppy she needs to take life seriously, not get drunk every night and plan for the
future. Poppy responds that she is happy with her life as it is, Helen tries to convince Poppy to be more
responsible condescendingly telling her she is too childish, but Poppy insists that she is happy and ignores her
advice. Returning home, Poppy sees Scott standing across the street from her flat, when she confronts him he
insists he had been visiting his mother in Stevenage at the time she saw him. Scott later sees Poppy with her
new boyfriend, Tim, during Poppys subsequent driving lesson, Scott drives erratically while ranting about
other drivers and society. When he gives Poppy the keys to his car, she tells him he is in no condition to give a
driving lesson, Scott tries to get his keys back and physically attacks Poppy 9. High Hopes film â€” High
Hopes is a film directed by Mike Leigh, focusing on an extended working-class family living in Kings Cross,
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London and elsewhere. The film primarily examines Cyril and Shirley, a courier and his girlfriend, along with
their friends, neighbours. Despite staying true to Leighs down-at-the-heel, realist style, the film is ultimately a
social comedy concerning culture clashes between different classes and belief systems, according to the critic
Michael Coveney, As in Meantime, High Hopes contrasts the economic and spiritual conditions of siblings.
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Obviously I found your blog. I quote the leading expert in the field But I thought your point about intellectuals
in Nazi Germany was about the same thing, that they just supported those in power at the time. The couch
potato bully is also interesting. Of course, undermining might not have been your intent. What I mean is, if
Chomsky supports the Khmer Rouge, is his being a couch potato bully relevant? Of course, maybe it is Very
gradually, over the course of a minute or two, the sun breaks the horizon off to the right, illuminating the stage
by the slowest of degrees. So must this burning orb, which even now beats back the darkened sky, Hold forth
as lord of all, Extending beams of light, his golden scepter high. More herald than king? You know the
morning light was appointed signal for our awaited meeting, and so the scepter you pointed out will, I think,
be more a guide along the path for those whom we await. Indeed, many purposes he serves, and circumscribed
about the sphere are many aspects, the tasks he fills are many. Behold, one task he has been achieved. To
which work do you refer? Some distance from the place the sun rose, do you discern a rider through the glare?
Let your eyes trace a path across my pointing arm. Still far off, but certain -- you see it there? Some minutes
will it take him to arrive, So let me pose a question to you, friend. The sun to climber just now was compared,
And yet all climbers not from one cloth are made. Some climb impelled by purpose and by need, While others
reach the summit moved by greed. If climber is to sun, as said, What sort of motivation fills his head? What
purpose prods his elevating frame? His aims we cannot know; His secrets stay his own Enveloped in his glow.
You seem instead to stress the lovely basking, which we enjoy when bathed in golden rays. Enough, he
comes; and now for what he says. Accordingly, just as the state is seen to have three parts, so it must be
investigated whether the individual has the same number with similar functions, whereupon the different
virtues, including justice, may be associated with these different parts, just as is the case with the city. He
begins with a form of the law of non-contradiction, then moves to connect it with the notion of desire,
qualified in his example as the desire for drink pure and simple, which is termed thirst. Again, thirst has drink
as its object, just as science has knowledge as its object, and both can be further specified based on the
conditions present, just as excessive thirst longs for a great quantity of drink, and similarly a special branch of
science would require a specialized form of knowledge, such as that of architecture. It is the rational part of
the soul that forbids us drink, while the appetitive part is the source of thirst. Socrates establishes the third part
of the soul by noting that there is a form of desire that may conflict with and oppose the desires of the
appetitive part, as is clear when we experience ambivalence about some action, experiencing contrary desires
about performing it, or when we feel remorse after doing something which through reason we understand to be
wrong. Thus anger is allied to reason and aids it in subduing the appetitive part, yet Socrates is quick to affirm
that the spirited part is truly distinct from the rational part, as is clear from the fact that young children as well
as beasts can possess spirit but not reason, while this spirited part must also, as noted, be different from the
appetitive insofar as the desires of each contradict one another, and contradictory desires must originate from
different sources. Just as in the city, there is a part of the person meant to rule, and this it achieves with the aid
of the spirited part, together subduing the desires of the appetitive part, and this act of subduing establishes a
harmony in the soul, a harmony that can be brought about by the sort of education described in relation to the
city. Just as there could occur an insurrection in the city in which the lowest class might assert its right to rule
over the higher, so the appetitive part, by venting its insatiable desires, might overturn the ruling authority of
the rational part of the soul. Thus the rational part is wise insofar as it is knowledgeable about what is in the
interest of the whole soul, all of its parts included, proclaiming wise commands as a result; and the spirited
part is courageous insofar as it holds fast to the commands handed down by the rational part, remaining
unmoved by pleasure or pain; while temperance is present throughout the soul when all three parts stand in
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agreement that the rational part ought to rule. This would describe injustice in both the city and the individual
soul. With these definitions of justice and injustice in hand, the group seem equipped to turn their attention to
the fundamental question which they originally sought to answer, namely whether it is better for someone to
be just or unjust, not according to the exterior benefits conferred by each, but rather considered in their own
right. Socrates goes on to say that there seems to be but one orderly arrangement of the parts of the city or
soul, and accordingly one mode of being just, while many disordered arrangements are possible, specifically
four. Though Socrates is prepared to compare these arrangements in order to answer the question about the
relative value of justice and injustice, this thread of the discussion will be cut short at the beginning of Book
V, not to be taken up again until Book VIII, after a long digression into a variety of other issues. Book V
Before Socrates can proceed to compare justice and injustice, Polemarchus whispers to Adeimantus, who
himself speaks up to indicate that there are issues concerning the nature of family life, especially the place of
women and children, in the ideal city that have been left unresolved and must be elaborated upon before the
discussion can advance any further. Glaucon and Thrasymachus support pursuing this line of inquiry. After
confessing his great hesitancy and doubt about treating issues of so practical a nature, and wary of leading his
friends away from the truth, Socrates acquiesces to their request. He begins by noting that just as animals are
not chosen to do work based on their gender, neither should this be the case with the men and women of the
city. But this means that women must receive the same education as the men, and that women would have to
practice gymnastic in the nude should not be ridiculed, for it was not long ago that men engaging in the same
practice was scoffed at, until its advantages were realized. They associate with others only insofar as they are
flatterers or useful in some way, being always a master or servant in relation to others, but never a friend.
Socrates calls tyrannic souls treacherous and unjust. There is a reminder that each city bears a resemblance to
the individual soul like it, and so comparing the happiest city to the unhappiest will help to decide the guiding
question of the dialogue. It is also noted that the judgment about the tyrannic soul must be piercing, not based
only on outward appearances. With this end in mind, they proceed to describe the tyrannical state. Both state
and soul are poor, the soul being insatiable. Both are also full of fear and pain. The tyrannical state is the most
miserable state, and by parity the tyrannical soul is the most miserable individual, but especially so in the case
of that soul who is a public tyrant, the reason for which is illustrated by Socrates in an example. Against his
own will, he would have to appease them through pledges of their freedom and the like, and his condition
would be worsened if he were surrounded also by those who would not allow him to act as the master of his
slaves. Similar is the case of the public tyrant, who driven by many lustful desires, but who cannot fulfill any
of these because he must be always seeing to the condition of others in the city. Because his desires go
unsatisfied, and because he is full of vice, the public tyrant is the unhappiest of all people. Drawing on the
three divisions of the soul, Socrates advances another argument for why such a person should be happier than
any other. Again, in the soul one part thinks or learns, another part feels anger, and another part is concerned
with food and drink, and also money. Thus, insofar as one of these parts predominates in a person, he may be
called a lover of wisdom, a lover of honor, or a lover of gain, that is, money through which the desires of the
appetitive part may be achieved. Each soul values its own object above the objects of the other two. The
question, then, is how to discern which is correct in doing so. Socrates suggests that the person with the
broadest experience of all three categories of pleasure is in the best position to judge which is greatest among
them. In this regard the rational man stands above the appetitive man, since the former has experienced the
pleasures valued by himself and by the appetitive man, while the latter has not experienced the pleasure of
learning or of knowledge. The rational man also has a wider experience than the spirited man, for everyone,
including the rational man, is honored to some degree, while the spirited man does not have access to the
pleasure experienced by the philosopher. Considering also that he is wise and possesses reason, the rational
man, in virtue of his experience, emerges as the best judge of pleasure, and accordingly he judges the
pleasures proper to himself the best, then those belonging to the spirited man, and finally those of the
appetitive class. And now a further argument is given for why this judgment about happiness is correct.
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Pleasure is opposed to pain, and there is a third intermediate sensation between both which is neutral in
character, though this neutral state seems to be the greatest of pleasure from the vantage point of illness or
pain, at which times the removal of discomfort is the only thing longed for, while the same neutral state is
undesired if one is experiencing a form of stimulating pleasure. But the intermediate sensation cannot be both
pain and pleasure; for both are movements of the soul, while the neutral level is more truly rest in the soul
rather than motion. Thus, the intermediate sensation, in which pleasure or pain comes to an end, cannot be that
in which pain and pleasure truly consists; as proof Socrates points to the pleasures of smell which come and
go, but which do not involve pleasure or pain before and after they are felt. As many as one in 10 people say
they have experienced the sensation of being awake and seeing their own body from another location,
according to the study published in the journal Science. Now neuroscientists have manipulated a group of
perfectly healthy volunteers into thinking they had moved outside their bodies by distorting their perception of
reality. Using virtual reality goggles to mix up the sensory signals reaching the brain, they induced the
volunteers into projecting their awareness into a virtual body. Participants confirmed they had experienced
sitting behind their physical body and looking at it. The illusion was so strong that the volunteers reacted with
a palpable sense of fear when their virtual selves were threatened with physical force. The findings suggest
there may be a scientific explanation for these types of out-of-body experiences, which are often thought of as
delusional or paranormal, and the scientists believe their research could have important applications. If we can
project people into a virtual character, so they feel and respond as if they were really in a virtual version of
themselves, just imagine the implications. For example, a surgeon could perform remote surgery, by
controlling their virtual self from a different location. The information contained in the AFP News report may
not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without the prior written authority of Agence France
Presse. Pub info Cambridge, MA: Da Capo Press, Subject Motion pictures -- Reviews. National Society of
Film Critics. Maria Goretti help all young people to experience the beauty and joy of the evangelical
beatitude: It requires, above all, assiduous recourse to God in prayer. All Quiet on the Western Front M.
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7: Project MUSE - Mike Leigh
Mike Leigh had originally intended to make around 50 of these five-minute stories, but only these five pilots ended up
getting made. 1 - The Birth of the Goalie of the F.A. Cup Final Original.

Latest Mike Leigh news: A remastered, restored version of High Hopes is released on 13th April on Blu-ray.
On the same day Secrets and Lies receives a Blu-ray release. His acceptance speech was both very moving,
witty, inciteful and magnanimous. It will be a bio-pic of the artist J. The title role is being played by veteran of
many a Leigh project - Timothy Spall. Dick Pope will again be cinematographer. Turner is due for release in ,
and if its anywhere near as good as his previous historic bio-pic Topy Turvy then we are in for a real treat.
Life is Sweet receives a Blu-ray release by the Criterion Collection. A booklet featuring a new essay by critic
David Sterritt. Hopefully the shorts will receive an official DVD release in due course. The trailer for the
shorts season at the cultural Olympiad has been released and is now below. The comic short was shot over
three weeks of Summer in East London, and is set to a back drop of everday people enjoying sport whilst
getting on with their everyday lives. The film will be presented as part of the London Festival alongside three
other shorts the others being by Asif Kapadia, Max Giwa and Dania Pasquini, and the always wonderful
Lynne Ramsay. The festival runs between 24th June to 9th September The shorts will also be shown on
television on both Channel 4 and the BBC during the same period. We will bring you the actual screening
dates as soon as they are announced. Mike Leigh biography part 1: Moving down to London in with the
vowed intent of becoming an actor, by he had studied at RADA, Camberwell Art School, The Central School
of Art and Design and The London International Film School and in between times had been an assistant stage
manager at theatre, and acted bit parts in both film and television. Based on these improvisations Leigh would
bring together the bits that worked and start working them into a script, continually returning to
improvisations in a way as organically as is possible in order to work up the developing script, until such time
as the script is finished. In Mike Leigh got to make his first film Bleak Moments. The film was based on the
stage play of the same name that he had made during with that stage cast returning for the movie with an
extended cast. The film surrounds Sylvia, a lonely unfulfilled young woman who cares for her "retarded"
sister and hopes for some olive branch to a better life. Mike Leigh continued directing his improvisational
inspired stories in the theatre. Mike Leigh married Alison Steadman later in By the end of five of the shorts
had been completed, but were not screened at the time and the idea was abandoned, they were not screened
until - which is a shame as they were very good. A second piece in the same strand called Knock for Knock
was screened in , the piece about an insurance salesman doing his best not to sell insurance to a gentleman
wishing to buy insurance from him. Knock for Knock received much praise from TV critics at the time.
Unfortunately the idiots in the BBC decided to wipe the tape as part of a space saving exercise and no known
copy exists not even with Mike Leigh himself. Nuts in May shows the Pratts on a dull they way they like it
camping holiday in Dorset, to a back drop of a bracing English summer i. We find Keith eagerly pawing over
OS maps, measuring the daily rainfall, and carefully chewing various foodstuffs the exact amount of times
optimal to aid digestion. Candice-Marie, a timid creature, wetly follows his lead. Unfortunately their holiday
gets ruined when various campsite users commit such heinous crimes as playing a transistor radio, and
attempting to light a camp fire and, as a "reasonable" citizen, Keith tackles them on their duty to follow the
"Country Code". Nuts in May is a tremendously amusing piece of work from start to finish, and allowed Leigh
to show his versatility in being able to turn his hand from the dirge and chest tightening reserve of Bleak
Moments to the light-hearted humour of Nuts In May. They then form a foursome with the quiet Sandra and
the predatory Linda, unfortunately gets paired with Linda who frustrated by Trevor being so behind when
coming forward, she becomes more and more predatory leaving Trevor emasculated and nervously giggling.
Whilst preparing for his next BBC TV project, Leigh was asked by The Hamsptead Theatre whether he could
put together a play for the theatre at short notice as one of the plays in its schedule had been cancelled. With
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the help of his wife Alison Steadman who would play the lead character Beverley , Leigh "rushed" together a
cast and out of this came the play. That might have been the end of the story until The BBC became short of a
play when a controversial play of theirs about Northern Ireland had to be cancelled for legal reasons. Due to
the time constraints Mike Leigh was persuaded at short notice to perform the play in the hastily arranged set in
a TV recording studio. The action all takes place at the home of Beverley a pleased with herself, house proud,
social climbing monster and her husband Laurence an estate agent with only a passing interest in his "showy"
wife. As the evening progresses Beverley plays the hostess role to full showing off her house and contents at
every opportunity and dishing out "well meaning" advice to Sue and viscous barbs to her husband Laurence.
Buoyed by drink and mutual loathing the evening sprints towards its final crescendo. Mike Leigh biography
part 2: Starring future Leigh stalwart Philip Davis the artistically only semi-succesful and in global terms did
little to prevent the rise of Thatcher and the Yuppies. But we are getting ahead of the story. Grown-Ups shows
us the life of newlyweds and childhood sweethearts Dick and Mandy as they move into their new council
house, coincidentally next to a privately owned house lived in by their old teacher and his wife. A crisis is
reached when Gloria protests that she has been thrown out of home by her mother and so she must move in
with Dick and Mandy. This is the archetypal Mike Leigh nothing happens except life type story which of
course is the most resonant of all. The action such as it is revolves around Mark and his seemingly slow witted
brother Colin, who live with their parents in a run down council flat. All three men are unemployed and the
tension and bad feeling is palpable. The pub is virtually the only recreation left, apart from watching Coxy the
brainless punk headbutt lamp posts and beat up oil drums. Despite such a depressing premise Meantime has
gone on to be a cult movie amongst youngsters coming to the film via its Video and DVD releases. A lot of
this is down to the superb cast Tim Roth, Gary Oldman, Phil Daniels whose characters are so strong, and
whose rich dialogue is such that its most memorable lines have almost become absorbed into the popular
consciousness. Set in Belfast, Northern Ireland around the four days of festivities in the protestant calendar,
the story examines the communities on both sides of the sectarian divide. What we see is the daily lives and
the similarities in the divided community. Whilst Four Days in July received praise for its authenticity it also
gave one the feeling that there was a message underlying every single word uttered. That the message itself
seemed bigger than the normal day to day lives of the characters seemed at odds with what Leigh seems to
strive for in all his other works or perhaps this is just the one that got away. Following a period of enforced
rest due to a bought of stress related illness Leigh eased himself back to work with the short film Short and
Curlies A light comedy which includes two stunning performances. One by Alison Steadman as the
delightfully nosey and chatty hairdresser Betty and secondly by David Thewlis, as the fast talking, bad gag
merchant Clive the short can be tracked down on the VHS version of Life is Sweet. The Film Four funded
High Hopes , tells the tale of Cyril, a Marxist wishing for a Utopian society, and his girlfriend Shirley who
longs to start a family with the reluctant Cyril. A superb cast including Leigh regulars Lesley Manville and
Philip Davis all gave consistently finely judged performances in the rollercoaster of pacings - from the slow
deliberate Cyril to the manic and desperate Valerie. On 3rd September High Hopes finally gained a proper
DVD release in the UK only a few months after being given away free with a newspaper - who will ever
understand the film industry? The film centres around Andy, who is the head Chef in a high pressure
professional kitchen, his wife Wendy, and their twin daughters who are in their early twenties. First is Natalie,
a plumbers mate and something of a tomboy, who is self assured and satisfied with her life. The other twin is
Nicola. She is an unemployed chain smoking, aggressive bundle of nerves. Andy buys a small derelict caravan
which he plans to turn into a hot dog van but none of his family can see the potential. Life is Sweet kept the
momentum going with more European and some US awards, but it was by no means a runaway commercial
success. Mike Leigh biography part 3: The story centres around Johnny, a Mancunian on the run, who goes to
London to find his ex-girlfriend Louise. Naked was hailed by most critics despite some vociferous detractors
who saw the violence perpetrated against woman in the picture as unchallenged as an intensely brilliant tour
de force of a film. Secrets and Lies is set in London and centres around Cynthia. Cynthia lives alone with her
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somewhat sullen daughter Roxanne. Meanwhile Hortense, a professional lady of mixed race who was adopted
at birth, is trying to trace her birth mother - which turns out to be Cynthia. Cynthia never told her family about
the child, and she seems to have managed to blot it out of her memory almost completely. So when she is
contacted to arrange a meeting, she subsequently meets with Hortense and finds it very difficult to accept, but
how will the extended family cope with the news that they have another relative that they did not know about
for so many years? The next year saw the release of Career Girls. The story is set in London during the late
nineties, with flashbacks to the mid eighties. The story centres Annie, who agrees to go back down to London
on a bank holiday weekend to meet up with her old friend Hannah. They both reminisce about the time in their
early twenties when they were at university and shared a flat together. Now approaching their thirties they
consider to what extent their lives have moved on and how they have changed. They also check out some of
their old haunts and chance upon some old faces along the way. Career Girls was not the hit with the critics
that Leigh had enjoyed with his previous two movies, and despite some rather good performances especially
from the superb Katrin Cartlidge the unlikely coincidences that are required to keep the story led to a feeling
that the film felt rather too contrived. It tells the story of messrs who after years of stunning audiences with
their operettas, produce "Princess Ida" which receives only lukewarm reviews. Fearful of what the reaction
might mean to their future career the pressure of the situation begins to affect their professional relationship
relationship. Everyone rushes around the two to get them working together again on the proposed new project
"The Mikado". Obviously given its subject matter Topsy Turvy would not really have ever been seen as a
candidate for mainstream success, but again it garnered award nominations, including another Oscar
nomination for Mike Leigh it also won two oscars for Make up and Costumes. All or Nothing told the story of
family and friends living on a working-class London housing estate. Phil, a taxi-driver, thinks his joyless
marriage, stale form the pressure of hard times, is falling apart and that his wife Penny a checkout worker in a
supermarket no longer loves him. Their daughter Rachel who works in a home for elderly people,sees the
schism appear before Penny is aware of it. She also secretly helps women induce miscarriages of their
unwanted pregnancies. When Vera is shopped to the Police both Vera and her family fall apart. Vera Drake
was universally acclaimed upon its release for its authenticity and honest approach exploring a difficult
subject. Vera Drake, quite justly, received countless awards and nominations including two further Oscar
nominations for Leigh. Poppy has a bright happy-go-lucky demeanor that seems a contradiction to modern life
and all those around her. The film also stars Eddie Marsan also from Vera Drake as an uptight angry driving
instructor. It has already garnered 2 prestigious nominations at Berlin International Film Festival. Despite
being well received amongst Mike Leigh fans who have compared it stylistically to Life Is Sweet , the film
failed to make too much of an impact on the wider cinema audience.
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8: The Short & Curlies (TV Short ) - IMDb
The Short and Curlies - Mike Leigh () by aiiitunes. Imagine The One and Only Mike Leigh Movie - full movie by Garry
Dunn. Mike Leigh on the nature of cinematic truth ().

Catherine Deneuve is still beautiful at Gerard Depardieu, still tremendous at 62, has grown as immense as
Brando in girth as well as talent. Both still hold the screen casually and with real brilliance, though Depardieu,
if he keeps this up, may soon burst the boundaries of even an IMAX screen. Pujol, the deeply intelligent but
criminally wasted "potiche" or trophy wife of a wealthy factory owner, and Depardieu as M. Meanwhile, the
irascible factory owner Pujol, behaves very badly. Movies can be works of art. But they can also be, in a way,
fantasy bistros where we meet and re-meet people we love to watch. And one great crush: In French, with
English subtitles. Some Like It Hot U. Jerry is your classic Jack Lemmon schnook, with a couple of kinks
thrown in. Joe and Jerry are also in Dutch: Sugar has a weakness for saxophone players. Josephine and
Daphne have a weakness, period. Brown , who marries chorus girls like you or I catch the morning bus. And,
oh yeah, there are gangsters jumping out of birthday cakes, waving submachine guns. Carefree mind, all the
time, never blue! And with Some Like It Hot, they broke the comedy bank. A bona fide, uninhibited,
unrivaled laugh-out-loud classic, Some Like It Hot became one of the all-time killer American comedies, and
it also made a first-rank star out of Lemmon. Days of Wine and Roses. When he played the lecherous, sneaky
but somewhat cowardy Ensign Pulver for John Ford and Mervyn LeRoy in the Mister Roberts, in his first
Oscar-winning performance, Lemmon had already established most of the basic Lemmon character and style
points: In Some Like It Hot, Lemmon took that character and style and kicked it up into sheer comic lunacy,
something just this side of Harpo Marx. The movie also handed Tony Curtis and Joe E. It was a risky bet for
the guy with the lower number. Director Wilder was soon, temporarily and unwillingly, close to competing for
some kind of unofficial record of most takes of a single scene with his famously finicky director pal Willie
"Once Again" Wyler, and eventually Billy passed Willie sometimes topped 90, and he never worked with
MM. But as Wilder insisted to his dying day, it may have taken you a while with Marilyn, but it was worth it.
What you got was pure gold. The movie is pure gold too, and pure schnapps, pure hilarity, pure straight-up
Billy Wilder. Yes, I noticed a lot of Jewish writers and directors and actors in there, too. Maybe he had, but it
was justifiable homicide. Just remember how much nonsense American movie audiences had to put up with
because of the Production Code, and how much nonsense we have to put up with now, because of the Code
backlash that followed. In any case, Some Like It Hot is a ribald, hot, jazzy, sexy, hilarious joy. At one point,
Edward G. Some like it hot. Some like it cool. But no one would dare to try to clean up a word of Some Like
It Hot now. Mike Leigh, , Criterion With a filmmaker like Mike Leigh, who thrives on spontaneity and
humanity, I think it may be a good thing to bring you my immediate reaction to his masterpiece Naked, my
favorite of all his films. Here is an excerpt of that reaction, as it appeared in the Chicago Tribune. Seeing it
shakes you up, changes your vision. This blistering film, with its ferocious dialogue, scathing humor,
nightmare iconoclasm and profound compassion, crawls right into your mind, heart and guts. No one who sees
it will forget it -- or its fiery, confused, thoroughly real people. This seemingly lower-depths portrait of a
sexually promiscuous Manchester drifter-wandering all over London, seducing strangers and spewing out
great, gusty torrents of vile, sarcastic or misanthropic rhetoric, has the unpredictability and volatile kick of life
itself. But this is obviously the role of a lifetime. As the brutally obnoxious Jeremy Smart, a. Sebastian Hawks,
Greg Cruttwell delivers one of the nastiest, most stinging peeks at upper-class sensuality and selfishness
recently on film. Fleeing toward the reliable warmth, pity and sanctuary of Louise, and then fleeing away from
her into the night and city after callously seducing her roommate, Johnny catches in one skin that whole
ribald-picaresque American literary string of outlaws torn between home and wilderness. They slide over the
line into brutalism. And we expect a certain kind of acting in a Leigh film -- a mixture of compassion and
comedy, theatrical whimsy and shocking naturalism, in which the characters, pushed almost to the edge of
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caricature, never lose their realistic base, psychological truth or stunning individuality. I liked it pretty much
all the way through with reservations , then disliked intensely what seemed the phony tack-on of an ending in
the last five minutes. But I liked Limitless better again when I saw the DVD, which includes, among the
extras, a much better "alternative ending," which I assume is what Burger and Dixon originally wanted.
Science fiction is one literary genre that depends on ideas, as much as on characters, view-of-life, story and
style, and the ideas in Limitless are provocative, if sometimes disappointingly developed. Eddie starts taking
the drug, an experimental pill called NZT, when he gets a freebie from his ex-brother-in-law Vernon Johnny
Whitworth , who also used to be a dealer. Actually, all of this suggests a cocaine allegory, or a fantasy of
addiction or steroid use. Cooper as Eddie, the frazzled-writer-turned-ber mensch of Limitless, will narrate the
whole damned thing to us, while standing on that ledge and listening to thugs break down his door: By the
way, whatever happened to ginkgo?
9: Mike Leigh Net Worth , Bio/Wiki - Celebrity Net Worth
The Short & Curlies David Thewlis, Alison Steadman, Sylvestra Le Touzel The Short and Curlies is a short film written
and directed by Mike Leigh. It stars Alison Steadman, Wendy Nottingham, Sylvestra Le Touzel and David Thewlis.
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